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Explaination

This map depicts general boundaries of area and habitat
from the Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB). The
natural diversity data is an analysis of distribution
and abundance of State Listed Species (Stated in the
NHMP). More detailed information is available
online at our website. You can contact us at
Natural_Diversity@del.statelocalgo.com

Data Sources

This map was created using data from the Natural
Diversity Data Base (NDDB). More detailed
information is available online at our website.
You can contact us at Natural_Diversity@del.statelocalgo.com
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Use the CTDEEP Interactive Map Viewer at
http://ctmap.ct.gov to view permit search fee and
issue status and to view NDDB area natural diversity
information. Date of Map December 2010
Natural Diversity Data Base Digital Data
For more information about State Listed Species, contact
DEP at 800-997-5942
http://www.deep.state.ct.us/wildlife
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